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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
oSCAR A. SMITH, OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO EDWIN C. HENN, OF CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

NUT-TAPPING MACHINE. 
No. 899,915. specification of Letters Patent. Patented Sept. 29, 1908. 

Application filed August 24, 1906, Serial No. 331,825. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, OsCAR A. SMITH, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in 
Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga and 
State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful.Improvements in Nut-Tapping 
Machines, of which the following is a speci 
fication. . . . ' 

This invention relates to machine tools 
used for cutting threads in the bores of nut 
blanks or other members, and known as nut 
tapping machines. 
The object of the invention is to provide 

a machine whereby a series of nuts or nut 
blanks or other members are successively 
brought to a certain part of a magazine or 
other member; and while rigidly held in 
such position are threaded by means of a 
tapping tool; in which machine the succes 
sive nut-blanks are tapped from opposite 
sides. That is, the tap-member enters the 
bore of one nut from the right hand side. 
while the succeeding nut has the tap enter 
its bore from the left hand side. 

In another application filed by me on the 
16th day of August, 1906, Serial No. 330,894, 
is shown and claimed the form of tap-mem 
ber used in the present invention, which is, 
in the nature of a double-end reversible E. 
that is, the tap can be passed entire 
through the bore of the nut-blank to cut a 
thread therein, and then can be passed 
through another nut in the opposite spiral 
direction, and operated entirely through the 
second member; the thread cut in both the 
nut-blanks being identical. - 

It is an object of the present invention to 
provide an automatic machine for operating 
this reversible tap, whereby it is passed into 
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and through a nut-blank from oue end, and 
upon anotlier nut-blank being placed in the 
Saline position, the tap is moved endwise in 
the opposite direction to thread the second 
blank. And so on, each back' and forth 
movement of the tap causing the same 
thread to be cut in the successive blanks. 

In the accompanying drawings, represent 
ing one embodiment of my invention, Figure 
1 shows a front elevation; Fig. 2 is an end 
elevation; Fig. 3 is a detail view in eleva 
tion and section, showing one of the socket 
spindles for operating the tap;Fig. 4 is an 
end view of the latter spindle; Figs. 5, 6 and 
7 show the tap with its operating spindles 
and a magazine for the nut-blanks, the tap 
and spindles being in successive positions; 

Fig. 8 is a vertical section through tine mag 
sazine, showing its mechanism for feeding 
the nut-blanks successively; and Fig. 9 is a 
view of the tap. 
The special form of tap that the machine 

is designed to operate has the cutter portion 
a located at the intermediate part of a shank 
l, the teeth being fully formed at the mid 
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dle portion of the cutter, but reduced b- 65 
wards each end of the shank, instead of to 
ward one end as in the usual construction. 
These teeth at one end are given the usual 
backward rake or inclination, but the rake at 
one end portion is in the opposite direction 
circumferentially from those at the other 
end. This is for the reason that when one 
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end of the tap is iriserted, the cutting teeth 
adjacent that end will have the usual nega 
tive rake to commence cutting the threads in 
the nut. The tap having passed entirely 
through the nut, is operated endwise in the 
opposite direction for the next blank. But, 
obviously, the tap must now be rotated in 
the opposite, direction, since the thread cut 
will now be the same as in the previous 
blank. Therefore, the direction of rotation 
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being reversed, the direction of the rake or 
inclination of the cutting teeth adjacent this 
end must be reversed. 
The machine comprises essentially two op 

erating spindles that engage the opposite 
ends of the tap-shank respectively, and a 
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magazine or holder, denoted generally by M, 
whereby the nut-blanks can be successively 
fed to a certain position, and rigidly held in 
such position while being engaged by the 
tap. The tap is engaged by one spindle and 
passed into the nut, by rotating the spindle 
at the same time advancing it; in other 
words, giving it a spiral movement. Upon 
the tap passing partly through the nut 
blank, as indicated in Fig. 6, its emerging 
end is engaged by the spindle member on the 
opposite side, which obviously must rotate 
at the sane speed. The threads partially 
cut in the nut-blank will of themselves ad 
vance the tap, moving it into the second 
spindle socket. Thereupon, the first spindle 
upon approaching the nut, will cease its ad 
vance, while the other spindle must retreat 
while rotating; that is, must move spirally 
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away from the magazine. Upon the thread 
portion of the tap disengaging the nut, the 
second spindle will continue the advance of the tap thereby causing it to travelentirely 
through the nut-blank. At this stage the 
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tapped bank is ejected, and the succeeding 
blank fed t) and locked in the same position. 
The second spindle now has its movement 
arrested and reversed to travel in the oppo 
site rotative and advancing direction; that 
is, is moved in an opposite spiral direction. 
This will carry the end that has just moved 
out of the last blank, first into the next 
blank, and the opposite end of the cutter 
portion will first engage the nut-blank to 
start the thread in its bore. The continued 
rotary movement of the spindle, together 
with the advancing motion caused by the 
threads of the cutter and nut-blank, will 
carry the tap on through the second blank. 
Upon its entering end passing through the 
nut-blank it is engaged by the first spindle, 
that will now be given a spiral movement 
corresponding to that of the operating spin 
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dle. Upon the tap passing further through 
the blank, the second spindle will be arrest 
ed in its advancing movement, and the first 
spindle will retreat, carrying the tap en 
tirely through the second blank and free 
thereof. Thereupon this nut-blank is eject 
ed and the succeeding one placed in tapping 
position. The cycle of operations is now re 
peated as described, each succe?ding nut 
blank being tapped from opposite sides, but 
obviously the same identical thread is 
formed in each lit. 

In the construction shown, on a suitable 
frame-Work F are mounted spindles 2 and 
3, one at each end of the achine, that are 
in alinement. These spindles are carried in 
one or more bearings 4 and 5 at each end. 
the spindles being endwise movable in the 
bearings as well as rotatable. Suitable 
means are provided whereby each spindle is 
rotated throughout its range of () (wise 
in ovement. In the for a shown, each spille: 
carries a gear 6 meshing with an elongated 
pillion , the gear 6 remaining in mesh there 
with throughout its endwise novellent. 
The two pinions 7 are fast on a shaft S, 
extending from end to end of the inachine, 
and driven by a pulley ) fast thereo). Idle 
pulley's 10 and 11 are loose () the shift ( ) 
opposite sides of the pulley 9, to whicl re 
versing belts 12 and 13 are shiftect, wheirely 
the motion of the shaft S is reversed in the 
usual manner from two oppositely noving 
belts. 

'Each of the spindles is r(\itled wii i 
meals for et gaging iii) l is eig; if g the la 
to rotate it and at the sale tie : Vance 
the tap. As shown each spindle is provided 
with a socket ineliber 14, show 1) sep: 'ately 
in Figs. 3 and 4. This socket in seller is pro 
vided with a bore is fitting the sh: k of the 
tap, with reduced portions 16 on opposite 
sides of the socket, engagi is fit portions 
on the tap-shank, to pre Veit 'olition of the 
tap in the socket. By tea is of the Haiti 
s, aft S the two spindies will be sini tale 

tion of the living shaft S, and lence that 
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ously revolved and their motion reversed. 
The spiral motion of the spindles and sock 
ets is, in the present, construction, effected 
by means of cam-straps. A shaft 17 is rota 
table on the frame, preferably at its lower 
part, and driven by a pulley 18 fy thereon, 
from a belt 9, running on any suitable 
counter-shaft, not shown. On the shaft 17, 
near one end of the machine, is secured a 
(drum 20, provided with cam-straps 21 and 75 
22. A lever 23 is pivoted on the machine 
bed and has a forked end 24 engaging oppo 
site sides of a disk 25 on the sini 2. The 
lower end of the lever is engaged by the 
cam-straps 21 and 22. These straps are so 
designed and located on the drum that the 
spindle will first be advanced in one direc 
tion, then allowed to l'otate in such position 
without advancing, and then moved back in 
its former position. Near the other end of 
the shaft 17 is a similar drum 26, provided 
with strap-cans 27 and 2s, that, alternately 
engage the lower end of a lever 29 pivoted 
on the nachine bed. This ever has a forked 
end 30 engaging a disk 31 on the spindle 3. 
f3y this inheals the spindle 3 is alternately 
noved in opposite directions, similar to the 
operation of the spindle 2. 
Means are provided wherely the revolu 
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of the two spindles, is reversed at the proper 
time when the tap has passed entirely 
through tile blank and another is presented 
for tapping. This means is preferably con 
trollel by the shaft and tined relative 
to the position of the can-straps on the 
controlling ('ins. In the construction illus 
t": ted, a trun 32 is tast on one end of the 
shaft 1. near the nest of pulley's operating 
the shaft S. The cruit is provided with a 
(': i) gro','e 33 in its periphery, whose walls 
(igate ()ije end of a beli-shifter lever 31. 
By this 'ans. we the (': ) -straps have 

shifted the slicies to one end, the belt 
shift ('i' is (crate stift the driving pelt, 
to the ille. }litiey and lyring the other belt, 
o! () the (riving alley. lie!'ely revet'sing 
tle sittites, 

'ili e iii-): liks in tie c't struction dis 
closel. are et 'tigh a gazine ()' title 
40, wi (se ()'e is such that the its ('an 
slide it win thi' tigl the agazine, lit al'e 
'evented fro: 'it i? the 'ei ( " : \ing 

as it selle) 'N' to avai'i'. The nuts 
if kerative it sition by it':l is 

() 

:l ' 'st; i.e. 
of a lever 4 t ( a () the in: gazine. 
all having a let : ') is a rage () ('l- 
gage the two lower sites () i? the t-link: 
the 'ely retailing the laik in losition for 
threading. The other et of the lever, 25 

2) 

po! being rocket to case the end 3 ti) 
move oit of the title a free the nut, will 
('ngage the lower sicle of the sticceeding nut 
and prevet its advancement until the first 
it has been reto yet. Slotill this taped 13) 
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nut not fall by gravity, the arm 44 in mov 
ing into position to engage the underside of 
a succeeding nut blank will strike the upper 

of the next nut-blank as soon as the arm 44 

or rear side of the tapped or finished nut and 
start its downward movement. Upon the re 
turn movement of the lever, the arm 43 is in 
position to arrest the downward movement 
releases the blank, permitting it to advance. 
Suitable means are provided for rocking the 
arm 41. It is shown as having a slotted arm 
45 that is engaged by a slide 46 movable in a 
block 47. The slide 46 is controlled by a cam 

15 
48 that is operated from any convenient part 
of the machine. The cam engages a roller 49 
on the lower end of the slide. In the operation of the machine the tap 
engaged by one of the spindles, as spindle 3, 

... is moved to the right while rotating, to en 
20 gage the positioned nut-blank. As the tap 

advances through the same, the second 
spindle 2 is moved in the opposite direction 
to receive the end of the tap as it passes 

25 stantly rotated in the same direction and at the same speed, they will have the tap-en 
through the blank. The spindles being con 

gaging portions always in the same relative 

second spindle will begi 

position. The emerging end of the tap will 
therefore enter the socket of the second spindle and properly engage its flattened 
portions therein. At this period the advance. 
of the first spindle will beerested, while the 

itef retreat. The 
threads started in the nut-blank will have 
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the effect of continuing the endwise move 
ment of the tap and prevent the tap, moving 
endwise in the second spindle socket. The 
retreat of the second spindle will continue and the tap will be passed entirely through 
the nut, as shown in Fig. 7. As soon as the 
tap is disengaged from the first spindle, this 

45 

spindle is caused to retreat to its former 
position. The tapped blank is now ejected 
and a succeeding one locked in the same posi 
tion. The straps on the operating drum now 
cause the second spindle to advance, and the 
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end of the tap, that just passed out of the 
last blank, is moved into the now positioned 
blank. But the belt-shifter has operated to 
reverse the driving shaft 8, and hence the 
rotation of the spindles, and the tap now 
moves in the opposite direction into the nut blank. At this stage the first spindle is 
again caused to approach the magazine, and 
as soon as the tap begins to pass through 
the bore"of the nut-blank its end is engaged 
by the socket of the first spindle. The latter 
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Fine now begins to retreat, and as soon as the second spindle reaches the magazine, its 
forward movement is airested, and the tap 
carried on entirely free of the nut and maga 
zine, as indicated in Fig. 5. It is not neces 

... sary, so far as the tap is concerned, that the 
spindle on the opposite side from the tap be 
caused to retreat and then approach the 

magazine again, but this follows as a neces 
sary consequence, as at each rotation of the 
operating shaft. 17, the spindles must be 
given a complete reciprocation. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In combination with a double-ended 

tool effective to cut the same from either end, 
of a pair of opposed tool holding means for 
engaging the tool at its opposite ends alter: 
nately and at each side of a blank, and 

3. 
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means for rotating and advancing each of . 
said tool holding means thereby to cut suc 
cessive blanks first from one side and then 
from the other. - . . . ... 

2. In a nut-tapping machine, the combi nation with a reversible double end tap, of 
a work-holder for holding the article in a 
certain predetermined position, means for 
alternately engaging the tap by its opposite 
ends to pass the tap entirely through the 
articles successively in opposite directions, 
and means for alternately advancing said 
means and thereby the tap in opposite di 
rections and for rotating it during such ad 
WaCe 

3. In a nut-tapping machine, the combina 
tion with a double end reversible tap, of a pair of alining spindles having tap-engaging 
portions at their opposing ends organized to 
engage and rotate the tap, means for causing 
endwise movement of the spindles and timed 
so that said tap will be released and one 
spindle withdrawn from said tap at a pre 
determined period, means for rotating the 
spindles in the several positions of endwise 
movement, and means for reversing the ro tation of the spindles. 
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4. In a nut-tapping machine, the combina 
tion with a double end reversible tap, of a 
pair of alining spindles provided with socket 
portions on their opposing ends for engage 
ment with the tapends to rotate the same, 
the spindles being supported for. rotation 
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and also for endwise movement, a shaft, 
means for rotating the spindles in their sev 10 
eral positions of endwise movement from the 
shaft, means for driving the shaft alternately 
in opposite directions, means for causing 
endwise movement of the spindles during 
rotation and tinned so that said tap will be 
released and one, spindle withdrawn from 
said tap at a predetermined period. 

5. In a nut-tapping machine, the combina 
tion with a double end reversible tap, of a pair of spindles rotatably supported in a line 
ment, the spindles being provided with 
socket portions on their opposing ends 
formed to fit the tap ends to rotate the same, 
a driving shaft adjacent the spindles and 
provided with elongated pinions at each end, 
a gear on each of the spindles engaging one 
of said pinions, whereby the spindles are ro 
tated in their several positions of endwise 
adjustment, a second shaft provided with a 
pair of drums carrying cani-straps, each of 
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the spindles being provided with a disk por- in one direction and during the cuttin 
tion, levers pivoted on the machine and hav 
ing forked portions engaging said disks re 
spectively, each lever being engaged by said 
cam-straps on one drum, whereby the lever's 
are oscillated to shift the spindles end wise, 
said can straps being so positionect that the 
tap will be released and one spindle with 
drawi) from said tap at a predetermined pe 
riod, and means operated from the second 
shaft for reversing the movement of the 
driving shaft. 

6. In a nut-tapping machine, the combina 
tion with a double end reversible tap, of a 
pair of spindles rotatably supported in a line 
ment, the spindles being provided with socket 
portions on their opposing ends formed to 
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blanks to 'it secessive talks list 

fit the tap ends to rotate the same, a driving 
shaft adjacent the spindles and provided 
with elongated pinions at each end, a gear 
on each of the spindles (gaging one of 
said pinions, whereby the spindles are ro 
tated in their several positions of end wise 
adjustinent, a second shaft provided with a 
pair of drums carrying can-straps, each of 
the spindles being provided with a disk por 
tion, levers pivoted on the achine and hav 
ing forked portions engaging Said disks re 
spectively, each lever being engaged by said 
cam straps on one drum, whereby the level's 
are oscillated to shift the spintles end wise, 
said can straps being so, positioned that the 
tap will be released aid one spindle with 
drawn from said tap at a predeterilined pe 
riod, means operated from tile second shaft 
for reversing the novement of the driving 
shaft, a nagazine for nut-blanks arrangel 
between the spindles for holding the nut 
blanks in the path of hovenient of the till). 
and means operated by the achine for feet 
ing the nuts successively to position of e 

genient with the ta and for ejecting the 
alks when tallel. 
i. in ('on inition with a single lotile 

ended tap elective to cut from either end, of 
(luplicate tal) holing leans, in etha is1 for 
rotating and a via incing sail ta) illing 
meals, alteriately to engage saic lollie 
ended tap and pass it through blanks the rely 
to threat successive laiks, first frou () e 
site : it the 
for feeling lanks alternately to the ends of 
the tap. 

8. In the in a cline of the class sleities, 
the ('on litatio of it pair of olts' tool 
holding means, eela is for. Potating it (l 
advancing saic tool holling eat is al (''- 
lately to engage by its opposite e1 is a co 
le endett tool effective t ( ) " it roll eit ('' 

end the reiy to pass still a took t'ots!h 
'' 

one side and the roi the other. S:t it intel 
anist incling means for rotating lot of 
said tool lolling means togethi'i' aid at the 
same spee tiring the citting of oile laik 

from the title', and leans 
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he cutting of a 
successive blank in the opposite direction. 

9. In a machine of the class described, the 
ceilination with a double ended tool, of a 
pair of duplicate tool holding means, each 
constructed to engage the opposite ends of a 
to ille (dec tool effective to cut from either 
end, and means for operating said duplicate 
tool holding leans the rely to pass a tool 
frol), one to the other of said tool holding 
means and completely thirough blanks from 
one side of one at the opposite side of a 
successive blank and including means for 
rotating both of silic duplicate tool lolding 
leans together and at the same speed in 
ote tirection during the threading of one 
blank and in the opposite direction during 
tle threading of a succeeding blank. 

10. The combination of work holding 
means, tool luglding means comprising a 
pair of oposed tool holders constructed to 
engage by its opposite ends a double-ended 
tool elective to fit in the same manner 
from either end, mechanism for actuating 
said tool holling means so that both ends 
of the tool will be grasped during a part of 
each ("utting operation while such ends will 
also be alternately released to permit the 
:assage of the blanks successively from op 

posite ends of the tool and so that the tool 
will be assed in one direction at one time 
completely through a blank to eit the same 
at then assed i)ackward completely 
tliro is a sicceeding blank to also cut the 
same in the same navner as the preceding 
plank. and means for rotating one of said 
means in opposite directions at different 
times. 

1. The contination of work holding 
eas, of double-ended tap effective to cut 

the same kind of thread from either end, : 
air of opposed till holding means each con 

st 'it' to alternately engage the opposite 
('in is of said tap, mechanism for rotating 
ol: (f said means in one direction at one 
title an in the opposite clirection at al 
tier tie the rely to pass sail tal) ("on 
letely through the means to be eit from 

olie side of ole and the opposite side of a 
st 'c'eetiig leans, to cut during each stich 
assage the same kind of thread, and means 
for at littig said to holding means so 
th: it they will gras oth ends of the tap 
Iris a part of eit ('i ("utting operation an 
will also alteria; tely release the ends thereof 
for t e ii-singe of successive blanks alter 
lately from t c (posite ends of such tip. 

12. In a it talling in achine, the combi 
lation with a lotile entied tap, of means for 
tail; it talks with the saic kind of 
thre: alteriately from each side and ("on 
Irising a hair of : inctles, in eans titled to ef 

feet the release of the tap from its spindle 
when the threating operation is finished on a 
lank ind permit the threaded nuts to pass 
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comprising a chute and a two-part means lo 
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tap alternately. 
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from the tap first from one side and then 
from the opposite side thereof in succession, 
means for operating said spindles to rotate 
them together and at the same speed in the 
same direction during the threading of one 
blank and in the opposite direction during 
the threading of a succeeding blank, and 
means for feeding blanks to the ends of said 

13. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of means for successively feed 
ing blanks into position to be worked and 
comprising means effective to prevent the 
advancement of one blank until the preced 
ing finished blank has been removed, said. 
means also having a part thereof effective 
to strike the top of the finished blank and 
assist in the removal of such blank. 

14. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of means fur successively feed 
ing blanks into position to be worked and 
cated adjacent thereto, one partin position to 
engage the underside of a blank and hold it 
in position for cutting and the other part to 
engage the und'side of a succeeding blank 
and hold it in position against advancement 
until the first blank is released, said last part 
also constructed to strike the top of the 
finished blank and assist in removing it. 

w 15. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of means for successively feed 
ing blanks into position to be worked and in 

cluding a guideway and means effective for 
preventing the advancement of one blank 
antil the preceding finished blank has been 
removed and also effective to assist in the re 

5 

moval of such finished blank, and compris 
ing a rocking lever located adjacent to said 
chute and one end constructed to engage and 
lock a blank in position to be worked and the 
other end to engage a succeeding blank on 
the rocking of said lever and prevent the 
movement thereof until the removal of the 
finished blank and to also engage said fin 
ished blank and assist in the removal thereof. 

16. In a machine of the class described, the 
conbination of means for automatically 
feeding successive blanks into position to be 
worked and including a guideway and means 
effective to prevent the advancennent of one 
blank until the preceding finished blank is 
removed and also effective to assist in the re 
moval of such finished blank, and compris 
ing a rocking lever pivoted adjacent to said 
chute and one end constructed to engage and 
lock a blank in position to be worked and the 
other end to engage a succeeding blank on 
the rocking of said lever and prevent the 
movement thereof until the removal of the 
finished blank and to also engage said fin 
ished blank and assist in the removal thereof. 

OSCAR A. SMITH. 
Witnesses: . 

E. C. HENN, 
O. S. WERNTZ. 
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